UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
GEOL OGICAL SURVEY

SUNDAY NOTICES AND REPORTS ON WELLS

Shell Oil Company
1088 W 6th Street, Los Angeles, California 90034

5707 FEL & 81707 FEL of Lease

67 3/8" casing cemented at 62707, 11 3/4" casing cemented at 62707, 9 5/8" casing cemented at 57107 and total depth 15,107, abandonment of procedures:

1. With 3 1/2" drill pipe at 66900 parted in 200 pounds of cement found top of cement at 66900 tested with 15000 lbs. Test good.

2. Cut 9 5/8" casing at 6007 (15' below ocean floor).

3. With cemented drill pipe at 57707 parted 20 pounds of cement.

Calculated top of cement at 57707 (20' below the ocean floor).

4. Showed marine conductor 3' below the ocean floor.

5. Recovered all equipment from the ocean floor.

Verbal permission to abandon GCEP 075-187 was obtained from Mr. J. H. Fackler on 7/1/66.

See Instructions on Reverse Side

*See Instructions on Reverse Side
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